TMTpro Complementary Ion Quantification Increases Plexing and Sensitivity for Accurate Multiplexed Proteomics at the MS2 Level
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ABSTRACT: Multiplexed proteomics is a powerful tool to assay cell states in health and disease, but accurate quantification of relative protein changes is impaired by interference from co-isolated peptides. Interference can be reduced by using MS3-based quantification, but this reduces sensitivity and requires specialized instrumentation. An alternative approach is quantification by complementary ions, the balancer group-peptide conjugates, which allows accurate and precise multiplexed quantification at the MS2 level and is compatible with most proteomics instruments. However, complementary ions of the popular TMT-tag form inefficiently and multiplexing is limited to five channels. Here, we evaluate and optimize complementary ion quantification for the recently released TMTpro-tag, which increases complementary ion plexing capacity to eight channels (TMTproC). Furthermore, the beneficial fragmentation properties of TMTpro increase sensitivity for TMTproC, resulting in ∼65% more proteins quantified compared to TMTpro-MS3 and ∼18% more when compared to real-time-search TMTpro-MS3 (RTS-SPS-MS3). TMTproC quantification is more accurate than TMTpro-MS2 and even superior to RTS-SPS-MS3. We provide the software for quantifying TMTproC data as an executable that is compatible with the MaxQuant analysis pipeline. Thus, TMTproC advances multiplexed proteomics data quality and widens access to accurate multiplexed proteomics beyond laboratories with MS3-capable instrumentation.
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INTRODUCTION

Quantitative multiplexed proteomics has become a powerful tool to analyze the proteome across various biological conditions. Proteins from multiple samples are enzymatically digested, and the resulting peptides are labeled with one of several isobaric tags. The samples are then combined before analysis on a mass spectrometer in a single run. The different quantification channels are encoded by the distribution of heavy isotopes between the reporter and balancer region of the reagents. Because the overall number of heavy isotopes is constant between the different tags, they add the same total mass to the peptides and hence are isobaric. However, during gas-phase fragmentation, the reporter and balancer groups are separated, revealing differences in the masses of each region. This information is used for determining which condition the ions stem from and permits relative quantification of peptides in the MS2 or MS3 spectrum (Figure 1A).1−2 Multiplexing is especially attractive because of the increased sample throughput. Current commercial isobaric tags can compare up to 16 conditions in a single experiment, thus helping to save expensive mass spectrometer instrument time.2,4

An inherent advantage of multiplexed proteomics is that the samples are co-analyzed, avoiding problems with missing values that are common in label-free experiments. The co-analysis of all samples in the same MS experiment enables exquisite measurement reproducibility and precision. Because isobaric tags are attached after sample lysis, data collection is compatible with essentially any protein sample, avoiding the need for isotopic labeling in living systems, which is common in methods that depend on heavy isotopes (e.g., SILAC).5 These advantages have resulted in the ever-increasing popularity of multiplexed proteomics, leading to a wide variety of findings in breast cancer treatment,6 lung cancer metastasis,7 and fundamental research into translation regulation,8 among others.
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A major challenge inherent to multiplexed proteomics quantification is measurement accuracy. In its simple implementation, co-eluting peptides with similar mass-to-charge ratios are co-isolated and co-fragmented with the peptide of interest. The resulting quantification is typically significantly distorted (Figure 1B).1,3,9,10 The most widely used method to overcome ratio distortion uses an additional MS3 scan.1,11 In these methods, commercialized on Thermo Fisher Scientific tribrids,12 several b- and y-ions from the MS2 scan are simultaneously co-isolated and fragmented in an ion trap (multi-notch or SPS-MS3). The extra gas-phase purification step leads to a significant decrease in ratio distortion. However, this advantage comes at the cost of decreased sensitivity and the need for highly specialized instrumentation with SPS-MS3 capabilities, which have been used in less than a quarter of proteomics studies deposited in PRIDE in 2020.13

An alternative method for accurate multiplexed proteomics is to make use of the complementary ions.14,15 This method does not require higher order scans and can be performed on a wide variety of instruments. When peptides are fragmented for the MS2, the loss of the isobaric reporter ion leaves the balancer region with a complementary isotope distribution behind. These balancer-peptide conjugates, the so-called complementary ions, have peptide-dependent m/z ratios that are typically slightly different from co-isolated peptides (Figure 1A, C). Therefore, using the complementary ions for quantification reduces ratio distortion effects compared to both MS2 reporter ion quantification and multi-notch MS3 approaches. Further improvements to the method, including a narrower isolation window and modeling of the isolation window shape in the deconvolution algorithm, improved measurement precision.15 This approach, called TMTc+ when used with the TMT isobaric tag, has been successfully applied to multiple biological research studies.16–19

Despite its attractiveness, remaining challenges hinder widespread application of TMTc+. First, the plexing capacity of TMTc+ is limited to five channels because the small differences in mass defects between 13C and 15N cannot be resolved in the high m/z regime of the complementary ions. In addition, the loss of CO during TMT fragmentation reduces the number of heavy isotopes available for encoding quantification channels by one. Furthermore, commercial isobaric tags were not designed for this approach and complementary ion formation is poor compared to reporter

Figure 1. Complementary ion quantification with TMT and TMTpro. (A) TMT- and TMTpro-tags comprise a reporter region (red), a balancer region (blue), and an amine-reactive NHS-ester moiety (green rectangle). The carboxyl group lost as CO during fragmentation is part of the balancer and highlighted in an ellipse (gray-blue). While the TMT-tag can incorporate a maximum of five heavy isotope labels (asterisks) in its balancer group, this number increases to nine in the TMTpro balancer region. To make use of the larger plexing potential, the reporter group in TMTpro utilizes an isobutylpyrrolidine moiety, which can incorporate nine heavy isotope labels. (B) When analyzing complex samples via shotgun proteomics, in addition to the peptide of interest (orange), other peptides with a similar m/z ratio (interferents, green) will be co-isolated (gray box). If MS2 reporter ions are used for quantification, the interfering peptides lead to a distortion of the measured ratios, as the source of reporter ions (red squares) cannot be distinguished. However, because the masses of complementary ions are peptide-dependent and include the heavy isotope labels of the balancer region (blue rectangles), they can be used for interference-free, accurate MS2 quantification. (C) During fragmentation of a TMTpro-modified peptide, the positively charged reporter ion is separated from the ion and a neutral CO molecule is lost. This leads to an ion where the balancer part is still attached to the peptide. Because the balancer region encodes the complementary heavy isotope labels of the reporter ion, the balancer-peptide conjugate is called the TMTproC or complementary ion. In this process, the charge state of the precursor ion is reduced by one. (D) Example MS2 spectra of the peptide ASNTAEVFFDGVR2+ labeled with TMT (left) or with TMTpro (right) and fragmented by HCD. As the insets show, TMTpro-labeled peptides generate eight instead of five complementary ions, extending the plexing capability from TMT.
ion formation. High energies are necessary to separate the reporter from the balancer region, but the peptide backbone is also amenable to breaking at these levels, leading to reduced complementary ion intensity.

Easy to cleave sulfoxide tags, like the SO-tag and EASI-tag, were designed to improve complementary ion formation efficiency. However, fragmentation with these tags seems to happen too readily, typically leading to additional fragmentations and MS2 spectra of very high complexity, which hinders identification and leads to low identification success rates and distributing much of the signal away from the intact peptide complementary ions. Though we believe these processes generate complement fragment b- and y-ions that might be very attractive for multiplexed data-independent acquisition or targeted data-dependent acquisition approaches, they provide a severe hindrance for shotgun proteomics.

Recently, Thermo Fisher Scientific released a new isobaric tag named TMTpro. This tag was primarily designed for Thermo Fisher Scientific’s MS3 methods and is commercially available as a tag encoding up to 16 different conditions in a single experiment. We noticed that this proline-based tag breaks easier than the previous TMT-tag while not having a detrimental effect on identification rates. We reasoned that this tag could be well suited for the complement reporter ion approach. Here, we optimize data acquisition strategies for quantification of complement reporter ions with TMTpro in a method termed TMTproC. We find that TMTpro significantly improves the efficiency of complementary ion formation compared to TMT and increases pllexing from five to eight with 1 Da separation. TMTproC also reduces ratio compression more than MS3 methods while maintaining sensitivity levels equivalent to TMTpro-MS2.

To facilitate use of the method, the deconvolution software used to analyze TMTproC data has been packaged into a stand-alone version that is compatible with the MaxQuant analysis pipeline and made available on Github (https://github.com/wuhrlab/TMTproC). We have also made the source code available in the same Github directory.

## METHODS

### Proteomics Sample Preparation

Samples were mostly prepared as previously described. Human peptides from HeLa cell lysates and yeast peptides from *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* lysates were both used for method optimization. For description of lysis conditions and further information, please refer to the Supporting Information.

Briefly, lysates were reduced by 5 mM DTT (20 min, 60 °C), alkylated with 20 mM iodoacetamide (20 min, RT), and quenched with 10 mM DTT (10 min, RT). Proteins were purified by methanol-chloroform precipitation and afterward resuspended in 10 mM EPPS pH 8.0 with 6 M guanidine hydrochloride (GuHCl). They were then diluted to 2 M GuHCl with 10 mM EPPS pH 8.0 and digested with 10 ng/μL LysC (Wako) at room temperature overnight. Samples were further diluted to 0.5 M GuHCl with 10 mM EPPS pH 8.0 and digested with an additional 20 ng/μL LysC and 10 ng/μL sequencing-grade trypsin (Promega) at 37 °C for 16 h.

Samples were then vacuum-dried and resuspended in 200 mM EPPS at pH 8.0. TMTpro-tags were mixed at the appropriate ratios prior to labeling peptides. The TMTpro mixture was added at a mass ratio of 5:1 tag/peptide and allowed to react for 2 h at room temperature. The reaction was quenched with 1% hydroxylamine (30 min, RT). Peptides were then acidified to pH ~2 with phosphoric acid.

Unfractionated samples were centrifuged at 24k rcf for 10 min at 4 °C before desalting via SepPak cartridges (Waters). Samples were vacuum-dried and resuspended in 1% formic acid before mass spectrometry analysis. For prefractonation, samples were spun at 100k rcf for 1 h at 4 °C and separated by reverse-phase HPLC at pH 8. For samples used to evaluate the ratio accuracy and extent of peptide interference, human and yeast peptides were mixed prior to mass spectrometry analysis.

### LC–MS Experiments

Samples were analyzed on an EASY-nLC 1200 (Thermo Fisher Scientific) HPLC coupled to an Orbitrap Fusion Lumos mass spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific) with Tune version 3.3. Peptides were separated on an Aurora Series emitter column (25 cm × 75 μm ID, 1.6 μm C18) (Ionopticks, Australia) and held at 60 °C during separation using an in-house built column oven, over 120 min for unfractonated and 90 min for fractionated samples, applying nonlinear acetonitrile gradients at a constant flow rate of 350 nL/min. Samples were analyzed either with an MS2-collision-induced dissociation (CID) method or MS2-higher-energy collisional dissociation (HCD) method for TMTproC or with conventional MS2-HCD and SP5-MS3 methods for reporter ion-based quantification adjusted from Li et al.

To compare the results of RTS-SPS-MS3 and TMTproC methods, several samples were analyzed on an nLC-1200 HPLC (Thermo Fisher Scientific) coupled to an Orbitrap Eclipse (Thermo Fisher Scientific) running Tune version 3.3. Peptides were separated on an EASY-Spray column (Thermo Fisher Scientific, 2 μm, ID 75 μm × 25 cm) held at 60 °C during separation by an EASY-Spray Source (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Then, 120 min nonlinear acetonitrile gradients at a constant flow rate of 300 nL/min were utilized.

To investigate the effect on ratio distortion when utilizing field-asymmetric ion mobility spectrometry, a FAIMS Pro device (Thermo Fisher Scientific) was used in some experiments.

For detailed information about the gradients and methods utilized as well as data analysis procedures, please see the Supporting Information.

### Proteomics Data Availability

The mass spectrometry proteomics data have been deposited to the ProteomeXchange Consortium via the PRIDE partner repository with the dataset identifier PXD021661 and 10.6019/PXD021661.

### Software Access

The deconvolution software used to analyze the TMTproC data sets has been packaged into a stand-alone version that is compatible with the MaxQuant analysis pipeline and made available on Github (https://github.com/wuhrlab/TMTproC). The only inputs required of users are a Thermo Scientific .raw file and the output of the MaxQuant search. Complementary peak assignment and extraction of signals to Fourier transform noise (S/N) are done through a Python script. The complementary ion deconvolution algorithm and other data processing are performed by an executable file that requires the use of a free version of Matlab Runtime. We have
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

TMTpro Increases Plexing for Complementary Reporter Ion Quantification

A major shortcoming of the previous complementary reporter ion approach (TMTc+) was the limit of five encoded channels. Thermo Fisher Scientific recently released an isobaric tag (TMTpro) with a new proline-based reporter also made the source code for these Matlab scripts available in the same Github directory.
group and a longer balancer region that can accommodate up to nine heavy isotopes, compared to five heavy isotopes accessible in TMT (Figure 1A). The slight mass difference between isotopomeric structures incorporating $^{12}$C vs $^{14}$N allows up to 16 distinguishable channels with reporter ion quantification in high-resolution mass analyzers (50k resolution at m/z 200). However, at the higher mass range of complementary reporter ions, these small mass differences cannot be resolved while maintaining a high acquisition speed. Super-resolution acquisition is a very active area of research, and once a resolution of >500k at the high m/z ranges of complementary ions becomes available with acceptable transient times, 12 channels could be distinguished with the current set of TMTpro-tags (see Figure S1A). Theoretically, isotopomeric structures with a total of eight heavy isotopes could encode up to 21 different conditions using TMTproC (see Figure S1C). The higher plexing capacity of TMTpro for complementary ions using fewer heavy isotopes, compared to low m/z reporter ion quantification, is due to the two nitrogen atoms in the balancer region, while there is only a single nitrogen atom in the reporter region. A structure with the same total number of heavy isotopes in the complementary ion could therefore be split into three distinguishable peaks.

**TMTproC Generates Highly Accurate Quantitative Proteomics Data**

To evaluate the accuracy of measured ratios and distortion due to interfering peptides, we prepared a sample of mixed HeLa lysate and *S. cerevisiae* (yeast) lysate (Figure 2A). HeLa peptides were labeled with TMTpro in ratios of 1:1 in all eight channels, while yeast peptides were labeled in ratios of 0:1:5:10:10:5:1:0. The two lysates were combined after labeling with 10 parts HeLa for every one part yeast peptides. This sample simulates the quantification of lower abundant peptides that change concentration between conditions (yeast) in a background of highly abundant peptides that do not change concentration (HeLa). When isolating yeast peptides, co-isolation of HeLa peptides will tend to bias the measured channel ratios toward 1, making quantification less accurate. The mixed HeLa-yeast sample was analyzed with 120 min runs using three different quantification methods: TMTpro-MS2, TMTpro-MS3, and TMTproC. In this section, all experiments are performed on an Orbitrap Lumos. Later, we will compare TMTproC with TMTpro-RTS-SPS-MS3 (real-time search SPS-MS3) on an Orbitrap Eclipse. Isotopic impurities in the reporter and complementary regions of each tag were measured using heavy-labeled arginine reacted with TMTpro (see the Supporting Information, Figure S2). In addition, we assessed the effectiveness of a high-field asymmetric waveform ion mobility spectrometry (FAIMS) device to reduce the effect of ratio distortion using each method. 27

In the analyzed sample, ratio distortion from interfering HeLa peptides can be assessed by calculating the ratio of the signal to Fourier transform noise (S/N) of the 10 and 0 channels on each side of the reporter or complementary ion envelope for each yeast peptide. The lower the measured ratios, the more co-eluted HeLa peptides are interfering, while a ratio approaching infinity would be the expected outcome without interference (Figure S9). Peptides with less than 500 total S/N in the complementary or reporter envelope were removed, regardless of the quantification method, so that an S/N ratio of 100 could theoretically be detected from the 10:0 channel. The cutoff ensures that peaks at the noise level are not misinterpreted as a measured infinite ratio due to a low signal.

The cumulative distribution function of the relative S/N ratio in the 10:0 channels is presented in Figure 2E. TMTpro-MS3 (orange) outperforms TMTpro-MS2 (blue), with 39% of peptides having a measured ratio greater than 100, as compared to 4.2% for TMTpro-MS2. Decreasing spectral complexity by utilizing an FAIMS device moderately reduced interference for TMTpro-MS2 but not to the level of TMTpro-MS3. The highest reduction of interference is observed with TMTproC, yielding even less interference than TMTpro-MS3, both for runs with and without an FAIMS device. Using TMTproC (green), more than 66% of peptides had a measured ratio greater than 100, which agrees with the results using TMTc+. FAIMS consistently reduced ratio distortion for all three quantification methods, although the method used had a stronger effect in all cases.

We also evaluated the effect of ratio distortion on the accuracy and precision of the remaining channel ratios by determining the measured ratios for the 10:5 channels, the 5:1 channels, and the 10:1 channels (Figure 2B–D). Ratios were normalized by the measured ratios of a yeast-only measurement using the same quantification method (Figure S10). TMTpro-MS3 and TMTproC were able to reproduce the expected 10:5 ratio of the innermost channels with only small variations between the methods (Figure 2B). Even TMTpro-MS2 performed reasonably well for this ratio, but ratio distortion is clearly observable.

Ratio distortion greatly reduced the measured ratio of the 5:1 and 10:1 ratios using TMTpro-MS2. The median ratios for this method were 2.6 and 4.6, respectively (Figure 2C,D). The use of FAIMS slightly improved the median measured ratios of the channels to 3.1 and 5.9, respectively, for MS2 reporter ion quantification (Figure S4). TMTpro-MS3 and TMTproC reduce interference for both the measured 5:1 and 10:1 ratios. We observe that the mode for TMTpro-MS3 and TMTproC is slightly lower than the expected ratio (Figure 2C,D). This could be due to interference or slightly inaccurate data normalization. The two methods differ moderately in the tails of their distributions. The TMTproC distribution is approximately symmetric relative to the mode, including a tail extending further to the right. The TMTpro-MS3 method is slightly asymmetric, with 18% of peptides having a ratio less than 2.5:1 for the 5:1 channels (Figure 2C) and 15% of peptides having a ratio less than 5:1 in the 10:1 channels (Figure 2D) due to interference from co-eluting peptides. With TMTproC, the fraction of these inaccurate peptides was nearly cut in half, with 7% of 5:1 channels having a ratio less than 2.5:1 (Figure 2C) and 10% having a ratio less than 5:1 for the 10:1 channels (Figure 2D). For those cases, TMTproC found no signal in the lower abundant channel for ~2% peptides, likely due to interference from peptides with slightly different complementary masses from the peptide of interest, thus shifting the true complementary peak. This effect was negligible for the 10:5 ratio. Overall, these results show that TMTproC reduces interference from contaminating peptides as well as better...
than MS3 quantification, resulting in highly accurate quantification even in highly complex samples.

**TMTpro Efficiently Forms Complementary Ions**

So far, we have shown that TMTpro increases plexing and maintains superior measurement accuracy for the complementary reporter ion strategy. Next, we evaluated how efficiently TMTpro forms complementary ions, which is a major shortcoming of TMT for this strategy. For TMT, this is particularly challenging for higher charge states and for ions that contain highly mobile protons, i.e., more charges than are localized on arginine, lysine, and histidine. In previous studies we only isolated precursors with a 2+ charge state for complementary reporter ion quantification with TMT, due to inefficient complementary ion formation for more highly charged ions. We wondered if TMTpro would break this di-

Figure 3. Optimization of TMTproC ion formation and comparison with ion formation efficiencies in alternative multiplexed proteomics methods. (A) Evaluation of various fragmentation methods for TMTproC ion formation. HeLa peptides were labeled with TMTpro0, subjected to various fragmentation schemes, and analyzed five times across several weeks of normal instrument use. For each run, the median proportion of MS1 ion flux from the precursor peak that was converted into complementary ions was calculated. Shown are the means of five runs along with error bars of one standard deviation. On average, CID fragmentation produced 15% more signal in the complementary ion cluster than HCD fragmentation, but this difference was not significant (Student’s t test, p value = 0.31). (B) Comparison of TMTproC ion efficiencies with alternative methods. HeLa peptides labeled with TMTpro0 or TMT0 were subjected to various quantification methods. For each, we calculate the median fraction of precursor ion flux that is converted into the relevant ion used for quantification and then calculated the mean across multiple runs (five for TMTproC methods, four for all others) along with error bars of one standard deviation. TMTproC improves complementary ion formation efficiency for +2 ions nearly the same level as MS3 reporter ion-based quantification methods (Student’s t test, p value = 0.27).

**TMTproC method.**

We also explored resonance CID of TMTpro. Complementary ion formation was 15% higher for 2+ ions and 45% higher for 3+ ions compared to HCD fragmentation (Student’s t test, p value = 0.31). The combination of TMTproC and CID fragmentation increased total complementary ion formation efficiency by more than 3-fold over TMT fragmented with the optimized TMTc+ method (32% HCD, Student’s t test, p value = 0.002). This major improvement brings TMTproC close to the efficiencies in alternative multiplexed proteomics methods.

**Efficient TMTproC Ion Formation Results in High Sensitivity for Complex Quantitative Proteomics Studies**

A significant advantage of TMTproC over TMTpro-MS3 is the increased depth of proteome coverage. Using a sample of TMTpro0-tagged HeLa peptides, we quantified, on average, 3842 proteins in a single 2 h run at a 1% protein false discovery rate (FDR) using CID fragmentation. The equivalent run with TMTpro-MS2 quantified 3234 proteins on average, while TMTpro-MS3 only quantified 2321 proteins on average.
quanti
gates were statistically signif-icant using Student’s two-sample \( t \) test (\( p \) value < 10\(^{-3}\) for both). TMTproC with HCD fragmentation performed similarly to CID fragmentation and was still superior to TMTpro-MS2 (3756 quantified proteins on average, Student’s \( t \) test \( p \) value = 0.026). Similarly, TMTproC quantifies more peptides (18,390) than TMTpro-MS3 (11,051) and TMTpro-MS2 (14,924) (Figure 4B, Student’s \( t \) test \( p \) value < 10\(^{-3}\) for both comparisons). It should be noted that these sensitivity measurements do not account for the lower number of accessible channels in TMTproC compared to reporter ion-based quantification. The reduction in sensitivity for TMTpro-MS3 is almost entirely due to the higher overhead times of performing an additional MS scan. We expected that TMTpro-MS2 would be more sensitive than TMTproC because reporter ions are formed at a higher efficiency, thereby lowering injection times and increasing duty cycles. However, this effect is offset by the need to filter peptides from the TMTpro-MS2 run where the isolation specificity is less than 75% to diminish interference effects, as peptides with low isolation specificity are subject to more interference than those with higher isolation specificity (Figure S6).\(^{11}\) Filtering TMTproC data for this criterion is unnecessary because interfering peptides are inherently excluded from quantifica

We chose to consider a peptide as quantified if its complementary ion envelope signal to FT noise (S/N) summed to at least 40. Recent advancements in integrating ion statistics with peptide concordance allow for peptides with nearly any S/N to improve ratio estimates.\(^{23}\) We therefore used 40 S/N as a conservative cutoff for this study. To use this Bayesian inference method (BACIQ), we need to be able to convert the signal to noise into pseudocounts. We have done so for peptides with 2+ and 3+ charge states at various Orbitrap resolutions as shown in Figure S3.

To test the limits of TMTproC sensitivity, we prefractionated a 1:1 mixture of human and yeast peptides by mid-pH reverse-phase HPLC into 24 fractions. Each fraction was analyzed with a 90 min gradient. Across all fractions, we quantify 13,290 proteins at a 1% protein FDR and a signal/noise cutoff of 10 ppm deviation (Figure 4D). Peptides were also removed if the measured \( m/z \) value of any complementary peak disagreed with their expected value by more than 10 ppm. Furthermore, 4610 of these quantified proteins were yeast and 8680 were from HeLa. A similar sample of HeLa peptides, also separated into 24 fractions, which was analyzed using TMTc+, resulted in 8943 protein quantifications.\(^{15}\) A mixed human and yeast sample using the EASI-tag quantified 9760 proteins using fourfold more instrument time and less stringent quantification filtering criteria.\(^{21}\) These results demonstrate the improved sensitivity of TMTproC over other complementary ion-based quantification strategies.
Benchmarking TMTproC against Real-Time Search TMTpro-MS3

Recently, it has been shown that combining a real-time search (RTS) algorithm with MS3-based methods can improve measurement accuracy and sensitivity.\textsuperscript{32} This approach obviates the need for MS3 scans when MS2 spectra could not be matched to peptides and improve ratio accuracy by avoiding isolation and fragmentation of interfering peptide fragments for MS3 scans. Thermo Fisher Scientific has made this method available exclusively on the Orbitrap Eclipse, which our lab does not own. We sent a TMTpro0-tagged HeLa sample and the mixture of HeLa and yeast peptides to the Kirschner Lab at Harvard Medical School that kindly allowed us to use their Orbitrap Eclipse to benchmark TMTproC relative to MS3-SPS-RTS.

The RTS step removed some of the ratio distortion effects from co-eluting peptides, justifying the removal of an isolation specificity filter of 0.75 that was used for MS2 and traditional MS3 reporter ion quantification (Figure S8). For the 10:1 channels, MS3-SPS-RTS measured a ratio below 5 for 18% of peptides across both runs (Figure 5A). The median reported ratio was shifted away from the true value of 10 to 7.5, indicating that some interference was still present in many spectra (Figure S11). These metrics nearly match those achieved by traditional MS3 quantification but without the need to filter peptides from the analysis due to limited isolation specificity. For TMTproC, the median ratio of the 10:1 channels was shifted to 8.3, and 8% of peptides had a measured ratio below 5. These results validate the data presented in Figure 2D for TMTproC performance in measuring a 10:1 ratio in a complex background of interfering peptides and demonstrate that TMTproC reduces the distorting effect of co-eluting peptides even better than the MS3-SPS-RTS method.

The cumulative distribution plot (Figure 5B) displays the even more challenging case of determining the ratio of the innermost channels labeled in 10 parts to the unlabeled channels at the end of the envelope for yeast peptides, as also shown in Figure 2E. To avoid misinterpreting low signals as an absence of interference, peptides were only considered when they showed a very conservative summed S/N value of at least 500 in their ions used for quantification. Both methods show a similar behavior on the left side of the distribution, with ∼19% of peptides quantified by RTS-SPS-MS3 having a measured ratio between 1 and 10 of the 10:0 channels. However, a higher proportion of peptides quantified by TMTproC had a measured ratio between 10 and 100 than peptides quantified by TMTproC. This is in accordance with Figure 5A since a small level of interference for most peptides will lead to a
downward shift of the median ratio. Overall, only 20% of yeast peptides quantified with RTS-SPS-MS3 report a ratio of greater than 100, with the majority of peptides being distorted by varying levels of interference. In contrast, TMTproC produces more accurate quantification results, measuring a ratio of greater than 100 for 40% of yeast peptides.

Sensitivity comparisons of TMTpro-RTS-SPS-MS3 and TMTproC were conducted with TMTpro0-tagged HeLa with back-to-back duplicates analyzed in 2 h gradients. The number of quantified proteins and peptides are presented in Figure 5C,D. Compared to Figure 4A,B and the non-RTS MS3 method, the difference in quantified species between RTS-MS3 and TMTproC is reduced, partly because the RTS method avoids the time-wasting acquisition of MS3 scans which cannot be matched to a peptide, and partly because the more accurate quantification removes the need to filter for isolation specificity. Despite these improvements, TMTproC is still able to quantify 18% more proteins and 25% more peptides than the current state-of-the-art method RTS-SPS-MS3, which is currently available on one mass spectrometer model.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have demonstrated that the combination of TMTpro with complementary ion quantification for multiplexed proteomics, termed TMTproC, has superb accuracy, sensitivity, and higher plexing capacity and is subject to relatively little interference from co-eluting peptides. Its inherent flexibility makes it a competitive method in a wide variety of research areas, including investigation of cellular organization, bioengineering, and disease states. We show that TMTproC maintains the ratio precision of TMTc+ and, owing to more facile fragmentation, forms complementary ions for quantification at more than 3-fold the efficiency of TMT. Resonance CID and beam-type HCD fragmentation are both considered, with CID fragmentation narrowly outperforming HCD fragmentation for complementary ion formation, although the differences were not statistically significant. HCD has the further advantage of being compatible with nearly all fragmentation-capable mass spectrometers. In addition, using HCD allows the simultaneous acquisition of both low m/z reporter ions and high m/z complementary ions, which could be beneficial for peptides that inefficiently form complementary ions. Use of a FAIMS device slightly reduced interference from co-eluting peptides in all cases, but the effect of the quantification method was more pronounced. We utilized the optimized method to quantify 13,290 proteins in 24 fractions each analyzed with a 90 min gradient.

Furthermore, TMTproC can be performed on relatively simple instruments compared to (RTS)-SPS-MS3 methods. We have made the TMTproC deconvolution software accessible as a source code and as executable simple instruments compared to (RTS)-SPS-MS3 methods. We have made the TMTproC deconvolution software accessible as a source code and as executable files that can perform quantification based on the popular MaxQuant analysis pipeline. TMTproC is compatible with multiple mass spectrometers, e.g., with the QExactive/Exploris platform or QTOF-platforms, encompassing the majority of commercial proteomics instruments. Therefore, TMTproC opens up the possibility of high-quality proteomics measurements to many research laboratories that were previously reliant on inaccurate, interference-prone MS2 reporter ion quantification.
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